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FOREWORD

After interning and working in Vaughn Cooper's Lab for a few years as an
undergraduate I started thinking critically about the ongoing research. The Burkholderia
experimental evolution had already been conducted at this point and Steffen Poltak and
Vaughn had begun to piece together the puzzle of this complex exploratory project.
Preliminary genome analysis showed that each evolved ecotype shared mutations. This
allowed us to speculate about the order of evolution of each ecotype. The model at the
time was R and W ecotypes evolved from S. This phytogeny was relatively simple in that
all of the shared mutations (what I define as the dominant lineage later in this thesis)
evolved on S and then R and W evolved from this lineage. While this model was correct,
I suspected that we were missing a large portion of the story. I remember listening to this
discussion in lab meeting and asking "Is every S, R, and W the same?". Vaughn, in
response, suggested a new project for me to experimentally explore this very question.
That week I grew samples of population B1 from two evolutionary time points and
plated them. Once the colonies developed I spent hours learning the differences
between each ecotype. I randomly picked and froze ten of all three ecotypes from the
middle and the end of the evolution. I figured that if I was going to catch major
differences, maybe I could find the intermediate steps of this dominant lineage early on.
Working under Laura Benton, I learned the ins and outs of primer design and PCR. I
PCR amplified and sequenced many of the shared and unique mutations that were
found in the early sequencing project. I was eventually able to determine the order of
these mutations more and more each week as I received the sequences from my many
PCRs. I also became more and more independent with each week until I was working on
my own around the time Laura defended her own master's thesis.

vi

Once I determined that each morphotype was not genetically identical, we were
able to ask more questions about how this population evolved over time. This led to
more bench work focused on more ecological questions. These questions picked up
where Steffen had left off except I was excited about relating phytogeny to ecology
rather than treating each separately. I learned how to effectively conduct fitness assays
and I quickly saw that there were flaws with the methods that we used to capture fitness.
After a few modifications I became satisfied with the method and I began learning how
the dominant lineage evolved by competing many of my isolates against the ancestor.
This was around the time when Leslie Mayo-Smith joined the lab and she became my
right hand (wo)man for many experiments. During this time of many, many fitness
assays, the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) had completed metagenomic sequencing of
clones and populations from various time points. It became a natural fit for me to use this
data since I had already done so much work on the genomics of this population.
The fine details that the metagenomes provided led to an even more detailed
phylogeny that is described in chapter I. We were able to ask even more complex
ecological questions with access to the frequencies and timing of alleles within this
population. Using the genomics alone, we learned how each morphotype evolved and
were able to develop new models of ecological succession and niche invasion. These
findings led to my interest in the stability of each niche. Many of the ecological questions
that are addressed in chapter II were inspired by the genomic work that I had been
conducting over the course of my studies, if the two chapters seem disconnected from
each other, they actually are a natural progression. In fact, each analysis was
strengthened by the other, leading to new questions. I now hope to explore the
molecular mechanisms of biofilm adaptation and relate these findings back to these two
chapters.
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ABSTRACT
EVOLUTIONARY GENOMICS AND COMMUNITY
ASSEMBLY OF BIOFILM ADAPTATION
by
Chuck Traverse
University of New Hampshire, August, 2012
How diversity evolves and persists in biofilms is essential for understanding
much of microbial life, including the uncertain dynamics of chronic infections. We
developed a novel biofilm model enabling long-term selection for daily adherence to and
dispersal from a plastic bead in a test tube. Focusing on a pathogen of the cystic fibrosis
(CF) lung, Burkholderia cenocepacia, we sequenced clones and metagenomes to
unravel the mutations and evolutionary forces responsible for adaptation and
diversification of a single biofilm community during 1050 generations of selection. The
mutational patterns revealed recurrent evolution of biofilm specialists from generalist
types and multiple adaptive alleles at relatively few loci. Fitness assays also
demonstrated

strong

interference

competition

among

contending

mutants.

Metagenomes from five other independently evolved biofilm lineages revealed
extraordinary mutational parallelism that outlined common routes of adaptation; these
mutations in turn were surprisingly well represented among mutations that evolved in CF
isolates of both Burkholderia and Pseudomonas. These convergent pathways included
altered metabolism of cyclic di-GMP, polysaccharide production, TCA cycle enzymes,
global transcription, and iron scavenging. Evolution in chronic infections may therefore
be driven by selection for both biofilm formation and dispersal, which lends hope that
experimental evolution may illuminate the ecology and selective dynamics of chronic
infections and improve treatment strategies.
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CHAPTER 1

EVOLUTIONARY GENOMICS OF BIOFILM ADAPTATION

INTRODUCTION

Bacterial evolution during chronic infections, particularly in pulmonary infections
of persons with cystic fibrosis (CF), may involve adaptation to life in biofilms. These
aggregations of cells on surfaces are more spatially structured and both generate and
experience more diverse environmental conditions than well-mixed planktonic
populations, leading to increased biodiversity (O'Toole, Pratt et al. 1999; Hall-Stoodley,
Costerton et al. 2004; Stewart and Franklin 2008; Poltak and Cooper 2011). Biofilm
diversity often evolves from founding clones and is commonly observed as variation in
colony morphology, production of extracellular polymers, motility, and secreted signals
or substrates (O'Toole, Pratt et al. 1999; Cunha, Sousa et al. 2004; Nguyen and Singh
2006). Because isolates recovered from chronic infections of different patients often
resemble these biofilm-specific variants (Haussler, Lehmann et al. 2003; Haussler,
Ziegler et al. 2003; Schneider, Muhlemann et al. 2008), they may reflect adaptation to
similar selective forces in vivo. However, the nature of selection during infections and
why multiple types evolve is uncertain; despite several recent surveys of evolution in the
lungs of CF patients (Mena, Smith et al. 2008; Huse, Kwon et al. 2010; Cramer,
Klockgether et al. 2011; Lieberman, Michel et al. 2011), the ecology of chronic infections
remains a black box. For this reason, we developed a novel model enabling long-term
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Figure 2. Phylogeny of adaptation and diversification in a model biofilm population.
Haplotypes were assembled by screening 60 clones at variable loci in the metagenome
sequences of the community. The ancestor (black line) is rapidly displaced by new
mutant ecotypes depicted in different colors; lineages that do not continue were
outcompeted by superior lineages within their niche. "Unknown" lineages refer to
ecotypes of uncertain genetic composition, i.e., the mutation defining the R or W
morphology is unknown.
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Figure 3. Estimated population genomics and ecological structure of the biofilm
community over time. The population dynamics are most accurate at 315, 525, 735, and
1050 generations, as denoted by the vertical dashed lines. Allele frequencies between
these time points were estimated based on the amount of change that occurred between
measured time points. A) Frequency of majority mutations belonging to the dominant
haplotype, regardless of niche. B) Mutational dynamics within and among niches. Each
color transition represents a new haplotype (labeled as in Table 1) and color breadth is
haplotype frequency in the community, to scale. The earliest mutants arose on the
ancestral genotype and subsequent mutations evolved within the ecotypes that
subdivided the community. Lines crossing ecotype boundaries (dashed lines) represent
invasion of the dominant S haplotype into the R or W niche associated with novel
mutations. Dashed lines highlight the ecological boundaries that evolved within this
community. Mutations detected in the metagenomes that are not included in this figure
are found in table S2. These mutations could not be associated with any particular
lineage or ecotype because they were all low frequency and were not detected in clonal
or manual screening. * = R haplotype with unknown niche specifying mutation, " = W
haplotype with unkonwn niche specifying mutation C) Dynamics of niche invasions by Sassociated mutations over time. Each blue arrow represents the invasion of an S type
into an R or W niche.
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Figure 4. Ecotype frequencies in biofilm population B1 over time as evaluated from plate
counts. As certain mutations became detectable (arrows and mutation labels), changes
in morphotype frequencies were observed.
Clonal Interference Within and Among Niches
Following the rapid extinction of the ancestral genotype, beneficial variation
remained abundant both within and between ecotypes (Figure 3), indicating that the
supply of beneficial mutations was sufficiently high for multiple mutations to compete
simultaneously (Sniegowski and Gerrish). The presence of multiple mutations likely
reduced the relative benefit of any single mutation or, in this case, haplotype. This clonal
interference mixed with the high supply of beneficial mutations led to the long term
persistence and slowed rise of alleles, which likely resulted in the simultaneous rise of
multiple mutations in a related lineage (Mutations M3-M6, Figure 3) (Sniegowski and
Gerrish ; Park and Krug 2007). To evaluate the strength of interference competition
among beneficial alleles, we compared empirical fitness measurements of various
haplotypes with fitness estimates derived from changes in allele frequency in the
metagenomes over time. In the absence of other beneficial variation, thus eliminating the
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effects of clonal interference, any haplotype in the Early community should have fixed
before 70 generations; in actuality, none of these alleles fixed and their frequencies
increased approximately tenfold slower (Table 4). Even when evolutionary rates were
scaled to the population size of each ecotype, the frequencies of new mutations still
increased more gradually than expected (Table 4). However, we use these fitness
estimates with caution because new variation arises so rapidly on the same genetic
background that any attempted measurement of a single allele will merely be a
measurement of subsequent variants descending from that haplotype. Despite this fact,
we still demonstrate empirically that these beneficial haplotypes increase in frequency
far slower than expected, the rates of which can be explained by clonal interference.
Perhaps also more complex, frequency- or density-dependent ecological interactions
among favored genotypes slowed the rise of major adaptive alleles within the biofilm
community and preserved genetic diversity.
https://docs.google.com/open7id-OBOHZERwMHcRdOWHTYnN1Nk5FZkU
Table 4 Fitness estimates of evolutionary steps in the dominant lineage. Empirical
fitness was calculated by direct competitions of each isolated step against the ancestor;
ci = 95% confidence interval. Fitness from metagenomes was calculated form changes
in mutation frequency over time. Niche-specific fitness is the change in mutation
frequency within the associated ecotype population(s).
Genetics and Physiology of Biofilm Adaptation
The functional significance of the mutations associated with adaptation to
prolonged biofilm selection highlight the challenges faced by Burkholderia in this system
and what changes were favored. Four major pathways of adaptation emerged, described
below, but some mutations do not fall into these categories, which suggests that the
forces of selection in this biofilm system are manifold and may favor and preserve many
alternative alleles.
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Altered regulation of cyclic di-GMP. Three yciR mutations (M1, M5, and M15)
were critical to the early evolution of the biofilm community (Figure 3). M1 (Y355D)
occurred in a highly conserved residue of the GGDEF domain and was associated with
S morphology. M15 (A106P) was found in the PAS sensor domain of yciR and in
isolation defined R morphology; thus, alternative yciR alleles defined morphological and
ecological differences in this system. The third yciR mutation (M5) deleted this locus and
94 other genes and was likely mediated by an IS116-family insertion sequence at the 3'
end of this lesion. This mutation was also associated with S morphology, and its
ecological dominance over the two yciR SNPs remains puzzling. Curiously, this gene
had also been annotated as a stability modulator of RNase II (Cairrao, Chora et al.
2001).

In general, wrinkly colony morphologies are nearly always associated with
increased cyclic di-GMP concentrations and in Pseudomonas may be caused by
mutations that lead to autoinduction of an associated diguanylate cyclase enzyme,
WspR (Guvener and Harwood 2007). Four nonsynonymous mutations were detected in
this operon, including two in wspA (M13 and M16) and one each in wspD (M12) and
wspE (M14). All wsp mutations were associated with either an R or W morphotype:
wspA and wspE alleles were found in W clones and wspD in the successful R lineage
(Figure 3b). The wspE mutation occurred in an active site for phosphorylation and hence
is likely to alter signaling of this pathway. Presumably, each of these four mutations
adaptively alters the levels of cyclic di-GMP in this system, a subject of ongoing study,
but also define particular ecological roles and lead to niche subdivision.
Shifts in central metabolism. Three beneficial mutations, M2, M3 and M4 (Tables
1 and 5), likely altered central metabolism. M2 is a mutation in a gene annotated as
FAD-binding monooxygenase. This type of enzyme is involved in electron transport, and
altering the levels of FAD(H) within the cell may provide a growth advantage in the

selective environment. M3 is

a nonsynonymous mutation in

2-oxoglutarate

dehydrogenase (OGDH, M3), and M4 is a two-codon deletion from a LysR-like
transcriptional regulator that is 5' to a gene encoding lactate dehydrogenase (M4).
These mutations could enhance growth in galactose minimal medium but they may also
reflect selection for biofilm production.
Altered mannose metabolism related to EPS and LPS production and adherence.
The globally successful mutation M6 created a premature stop codon in a multidomain
gene (manC) that is involved in mannose metabolism and is located within a gene
cluster related to LPS biosynthesis. The gene is Afunctional, with an N-terminal
mannose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase domain and a C-terminal mannose-6phosphate isomerase (PMI) (Sousa, Moreira et al. 2007). A single nucleotide deletion
occurred in a poly-A tract (a relatively rare sequence in this genome given its 67% GC
content) that preserved the N-terminal domain but truncated the C-terminal PMI domain
and likely generated polar effects on the rest of the operon. The effects of this disruption
are potentially widespread because downstream genes are expected to participate in
LPS biosynthesis. Late S, R, and W clones produced less biofilm when a functional
manC was added on a plasmid (Figure 5). We hypothesize that this mutation effectively
directs mannose towards exopolysaccharide and away from energy production, and may
increase adherence and coherence as a response to disrupting LPS biosynthesis, as
has been reported elsewhere (Lau, Lindhout et al. 2009; Saldias, Ortega et al. 2009).
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Figure 5. Biofilm produced by S, R, and W clones from the late community, also
containing a control plasmid (pBBR1) or a plasmid (pManC) providing a functional copy
of manC. S, R, and W each evolved a mutation in manC that truncated its 3' domain.
Error bars are standard errors; asterisks denote levels of significance (*** = p < 0.001) of
post-hoc Tukey's tests following ANOVA of each S, R, and W strain triad.
Enhanced iron competition. The two different mutations in the bacterioferritin
promoter sequence (M18 and M7) occurred in the -35 and -10 sigma factor binding
domains, respectively. Quantitative RT-PCR of genotypes with the M7 mutation
exhibited increased transcription at this locus (Figure 6), which indicates that these
mutants gained capacity for iron storage. Because the experimental environment was
not supplemented with iron, this resource likely became limiting. Another iron associated
mutation evolved in the Late community in a gene encoding ferridoxin (Table 5), which
provides further evidence of selection for altered iron metabolism. Thus, competition for
iron occurred both within and between niches in the biofilm community, which favored
mutants with either M7 or M18, displaced mutants lacking these alleles, and facilitated
invasion from the S niche to the R and W niches.
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Figure 6. Relative expression of bacterioferritin (bfr) in Late R and W mutants with
promoter mutation M7 compared to the unmutated ancestral strain HI2424. qRT-PCR
was conducted by standard methods and standardized by expression of gyrB.
Expression differences between the Late R and W genotypes likely reflect compounding
effects of ecotype-specific mutations.
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https://docs.google.com/open7ids0B0HZERwMHcRdUG82V2tiM2Mybkk
Table 5 Mutations found in population B1 that did not associate with a particular clone
but passed one or more informatic thresholds for retention (Supplementary Methods).
Owing to low read depth of some loci, frequency estimates in many samples (315, 735,
and 1050 generations) are unreliable. Many of these unclassified mutations fall within
the functional classes described in Tables 3 and 4. Effect: N=nonsynonymous, S =
synonymous, NC = noncoding; ND = not determined.
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Evolutionary Parallelism Among Six Independently Evolved Biofiim Populations.
Although we have not assembled a detailed evolutionary model of all six biofiim
populations (as in Figure 3), mutations associated with adaptation were identified in the
Early and Late samples of all populations. Exceptional parallelism among adaptive
targets occurred: all six populations experienced mutations in the four major functional
categories outlined previously (Tables 6, 7). At least 27 mutations involved in c-di-GMP
metabolism occurred, including eight independent mutations in the yciR gene, 18
independent mutations in the wsp operon, and one in an unclassified diguanylate
cyclase. Another commonly mutated area across the populations was a gene cluster
involved in LPS biosynthesis, including mutation M6. Although selection in this
experiment did not favor altered LPS a priori, 24 independent mutations occurred within
this gene cluster distributed across all six populations, thus emphasizing the importance
of altered LPS for living in a biofiim lifestyle. Mutations in OGDH were also successful in
each population, highlighting this step in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle as limiting for
the ancestor in this environment.
Other classes of mutations occurred in replicate populations as well, including in
RNA polymerase subunits rpoC and rpoD (n=5) and in a galactose metabolism operon
(n=11). A control population evolved under planktonic conditions in the same medium
was also sequenced and revealed modest parallelism between planktonic and biofiim
lines, containing three mutations in the LPS gene cluster, one mutation in an RNA
polymerase subunit, and one mutation in yciR (Table 8). The presence of mutations
associated with biofiim growth in a population evolved under planktonic conditions may
seem surprising, but some cells adhering to the walls of the test tubes were preserved
during planktonic selection because of a vortexing step prior to transfer. In general, the
high genetic parallelism in adaptive targets suggested that biofiim adaptation proceeded
along relatively few pathways, despite progressive ecological complexity and the ease of
19

selecting adaptive mutants from the ancestral clone in this system (which arise in a
matter of days).

https://docs.google.com/open7id-0B0HZERwMHcRdUXpFMW9RclBZekU
Table 6 Mutations shared among the six evolved biofilm populations, categorized by
putative function. The full list of mutated positions is found in Tables 7 and 8. *one
mutation is the likely polar effect of a deletion and a premature stop in the 5' gene.
https://docs.google.com/open?ids0B0HZERwMHcRdQ21DMGJ3YzFIQUk
Table 7 All mutations that were detected in six replicate biofilm populations from two
metagenome samples of the Early and Late communities. Effect: N=nonsynonymous,
S=synonymous, NC=noncoding, DEL=deletion, STOP=SNP resulting in a stop codon,
REF=possible reference error.
https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B0HZERwMHcRdTy1ENTRpZDVmM0k
Table 8 All mutations that were detected in one planktonic control population in two
metagenome samples at 200 and 1000 generations. Effect: N=nonsynonymous,
S=synonymous, NC=noncoding, DEL=deletion, STOP=SNP resulting in a stop codon
Convergent Evolution with CF Lung Isolates
The same four classes of mutations found in our replicate populations were
found in studies of isolates of Burkholderia dolosa and Pseudomonas aeruginosa that
evolved during CF infections (Mena, Smith et al. 2008; Cramer, Klockgether et al. 2011;
Lieberman, Michel et al. 2011) (Table 9). We make this comparison cautiously because
more mutations were reported in these clinical studies than in this system and because
database matches do not guarantee strong homology. However, the degree of overlap
for these functions is remarkable. Mena et al. (Mena, Smith et al. 2008) reported six
independent wspF mutations in their Pseudomonas aeruginosa study, which highlights
altered c-di-GMP regulation in certain infectious lineages. Another study of P.
aeruginosa reported two more mutations in this operon, wspE and wspC (Cramer,
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Klockgether et al. 2011) (Table 9). Eighteen distinct mutations in the wsp operon were
selected among our replicate populations. In addition, five OGDH mutations were
detected in 112 clinical B. dolosa isolates and this function was upregulated in two
independent studies of clinical P. aeruginosa (Hoboth, Hoffmann et al. 2009; Huse,
Kwon et al. 2010), suggesting the importance of altered TCA cycle enzyme activity.
Likewise, OGDH mutations evolved in all six biofilm populations and were associated
with increased fitness in population B1.
One of the more remarkable examples of convergent evolution involved a gene
cluster responsible for synthesizing O-antigen LPS, in which manC (mutation M6) is
found. Lieberman et al. (Lieberman, Michel et al. 2011) identified 18 mutations in this
locus across 112 clinical isolates and one additional mutation in another manC homolog.
Among the six experimental biofilm populations studied here, 24 independent mutations
in the homologous and well-conserved gene cluster were found. Mutations in manC
evolved in both B. dolosa (n = 2) and B. cenocepacia (n = 4). The remainder of the
mutations occurred in similar but not identical sugar transferase genes in both
organisms. Similarly, LPS-associated mutations have been detected in clinical P.
aeruginosa isolates in the wbpA, wbpW (a manC homolog), and wbpZ genes (Mena,
Smith et al. 2008; Cramer, Klockgether et al. 2011). Given this exceptional mutational
parallelism found among relatively few studies, it is likely that some of the same forces
that drive biofilm adaptation also contribute to adaptation of these pathogens within the
CF lung.
https://docs.google.com/open?ids0B0HZERwMHcRdQ1ZSVnl5b1RiM00
Table 9 Convergence among mutations found in isolates from chronic pulmonary
infections of CF patients, as reported for B. dolosa and P. aeruginosa and mutations that
evolved in this experimental system (Table 7). Mutations tin the same row are not
necessarily orthologs.
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Discussion

Adaptive diversification and niche partitioning have been previously observed in
bacterial populations that were experimentally evolved in structured environments
(Rainey and Travisano 1998; Deziel, Comeau et al. 2001; Boles, Thoendel et al. 2004;
Kirisits, Prost et al. 2005), so the evolved diversity in this biofilm model is unsurprising.
However, we lack understanding of the population genetic dynamics of biofilm
communities over the longer term, and particularly how newly established lineages might
co-evolve and shape their environments. Further, to our knowledge, experimental
selection for the ability of bacteria to both attach and disperse has not been performed.
We previously observed that three distinct ecotypes evolved and persisted in each of six
replicate evolved biofilm populations (Poltak and Cooper 2011), which led us to
anticipate that each type represented a distinct lineage that had continuously evolved by
endemic alleles. We also found that ecotype frequencies varied over time and biofilm
communities became more productive (Poltak and Cooper 2011), which suggested that
the ecotypes had co-evolved. However, a detailed population genomic analysis of one
biofilm community, made possible by repeated sequencing of clones and the evolving
community as a whole, revealed more complex dynamics. Particularly notable was an
example of tit-for-tat coevolution over limiting iron, but contrary to expectations,
specialist ecotypes had actually evolved recurrently from S and remodeled the
community (Figure 3). More broadly, ecotype niche breadth correlated with evolutionary
potential, as generalist S genotypes gave rise to new specialist R and W types, but not
the converse.
The order of adaptive mutations in each lineage also revealed the prevailing
selective forces over time. At the start of the experiment, cells that adhered better to the
plastic bead were favored; consequently, the first three successful ecotypes acquired
22

mutations in genes (M1, M15, and M16) that are likely responsible for controlling levels
of cyclic-di-GMP, which is known to underlie transition to a sessile lifestyle (Hickman,
Tifrea et al. 2005). These alleles also altered colony morphology and excluded the
ancestor type, suggesting that variation in cyclic-di-GMP production is sufficient for
adaptive differentiation and the subdivision of biofilm labor, perhaps by varying the
tendency to adhere or disperse.
Next, selection for enhanced metabolic efficiency likely dominated, as mutations
occurred affecting central metabolism and polysaccharide biosynthesis. Each of these
mutations appeared to expand the potential of the S ecotype (Figure 4) and
subsequently gave rise to new R mutants with these mutations, indicating that they were
globally beneficial and not specific to a particular niche. Although these mutations may
simply enhance growth on galactose as a sole exogenous carbon source, adaptation to
planktonic growth in the same medium occurred by different mechanisms (Table 8).
Thus, these mutations may be specifically adaptive in biofilms by directing resources
towards sessile growth.

Iron Competition Engenders Persistence and Evolvabilitv.
As described previously, two independent mutations in the promoter sequence of
bacterioferritin led to an ecological revolution that remodeled the community (Figures 3,
4). New mutants of S with upregulated bacterioferritin likely succeeded in other niches
(Figure 3C) owing to enhanced competitive ability for limiting iron, and the mutations
enabling invasion were novel wsp alleles (Figure 3). It is surprising that W mutants with
the alternative bacterioferritin mutation failed to spread beyond this niche, either by
mutations suppressing the Wrinkly phenotype or by alternative gain of function. Only the
S lineage, which balances fitness between planktonic and biofilm conditions and retains
motility (Poltak and Cooper 2011) was able to spawn new R and W types seven
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detected times. This S lineage may be more 'evolvable' because of its larger population
size or because of an absence of negative epistasis between its existing mutations and
niche-specializing wsp alleles. Alternatively, the ecological breadth of the S population
may have enabled greater access to new mutations that were beneficial in a subset of
conditions. These alternative explanations are central to the debate surrounding
evolvability (Sanjuan and Elena 2006; Elena and Sanjuan 2008; Masel and Trotter 2010)
and may be tractably studied in this model biofilm community.

Chronic Infections and the Biofilm Lifestyle
Most mutations from published studies of CF lung isolates do not strictly overlap
with the mutations found in this study, which is to be expected. Bacteria face many
different selective pressures in the CF lung absent from our model, such as high levels
of antibiotic use, oxygen deprivation when suspended in mucus, and immune system
evasion (Cunha, Sousa et al. 2004; Haussler 2004; Coutinho, de Carvalho et al. 2011;
Cramer, Klockgether et al. 2011; Lee, Schjerling et al. 2011; Lieberman, Michel et al.
2011). It is also worth noting that Burkholderia and Pseudomonas are in different classes
of Proteobacteria, which should reduce the frequency of convergence in principle. Yet
most CF isolates produce robust biofilms and many form small colony variants
(Haussler, Lehmann et al. 2003; Cunha, Sousa et al. 2004; Haussler 2004; Schneider,
Muhlemann et al. 2008), and notably the colony morphologies described in references
(Haussler 2004; Chantratita, Wuthiekanun et al. 2007; Starkey, Hickman et al. 2009;
Byrd, Pang et al. 2011) that related to infection outcomes are strikingly similar to those
that evolved in this system. Thus it is remarkable that the causes of phenotypic variation
during this experimental biofilm selection and during chronic infections both involved
mutations that affected the TCA cycle, iron metabolism and RNA polymerase. For
example, mutations in OGDH (2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase) occurred frequently in a
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study of B. dolosa (Lieberman, Michel et al. 2011) and in this system (Table 6, 9); such
mutations are thus likely favored by evolution in biofilms. Iron acquisition is also known
to be a major selective pressure in the CF lung (Mena, Smith et al. 2008; Cramer,
Klockgether et al. 2011; Lieberman, Michel et ai. 2011) and it appears to be central to
the dynamics of this system, suggesting that the biofilm environment and perhaps not an
iron-limited host may favor these changes. Convergent mutations in subunits of RNA
polymerase (RNAP) in clinical B. dolosa and P. aeruginosa (Mena, Smith et al. 2008;
Cramer, Klockgether et al. 2011; Lieberman, Michel et al. 2011) and in our study are
more difficult to explain given their global effects on transcription. Mutations in major
sigma factors and polymerase subunits have been widely reported during long-term
selection in chemostats (King, Seeto et al. 2006) and may optimize global gene
regulation for better growth in minimal medium (Conrad, Frazier et al.). Our model
required cells to invest in biofilm growth while growing in minimal medium, so major
shifts in transcription might be expected. RNAP mutations in isolates from infections
have been associated with selection for antibiotic resistance, but alternatively changes in
transcription may be a response to selection for biofilm construction (anabolism) instead
of rapid growth on free resources (catabolism).
Relatively less convergent evolution was found at loci affecting cyclic-di-GMP
metabolism, other than wsp. Despite several related mutations in infectious P.
aeruginosa (Mena, Smith et al. 2008; Cramer, Klockgether et al. 2011), only one such
mutation was reported for B. dolosa (Lieberman, Michel et al. 2011). These mutations
were among the first to evolve in our model, so one possibility is that these mutations
became common prior to clinical sampling. Starkey et al. (Starkey, Hickman et al. 2009)
reported that lab-derived RSCVs with increased intracellular levels of c-di-GMP
associated with the ability to persist in CF mouse models. As in our model, the earliest
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adaptive steps to form a biofilm may require altered c-di-GMP levels, but how each
population accomplishes this task may be variable.
Perhaps the most compelling example of convergent evolution between this
system and the mutations identified in CF lung isolates are the many mutations in genes
involving LPS (Table 9). Altered LPS production may therefore directly benefit biofilm
formation because of potentially increased surface adherence and cell-to-cell coherence
(Lau, Lindhout et al. 2009; Saldias, Ortega et al. 2009). Rather than selection for
immune avoidance, altered LPS during chronic infections may be a direct effect of
biofilm adaptation. A subset of the 22 mutations found in the B. dolosa outbreak restored
O-antigen synthesis and thus may have contributed to virulence in the lung (Lieberman,
Michel et al. 2011). However, the rest of these mutations seemingly had no effect on
lung function and may instead reflect adaptation to different niches within the biofilm, as
they do in our B. cenocepacia system. Although we cannot make direct claims that LPS
associated mutations in vivo will have the same effect as in our system, we do point out
that the contribution of LPS to biofilms has been largely ignored, except for a few studies
(Lau, Lindhout et al. 2009; Saldias, Ortega et al. 2009). We therefore make the case that
altered adherence and coherence properties due to changes in LPS warrant further
study both in vivo and in vitro.

The Tangled Bank of Biofilms
What do we make of this coincidence between the adaptive pathways in our
system and the mutated loci occurring in chronic infections? And why might prior
experimental models (Kirisits, Prost et al. 2005; Bantinaki, Kassen et al. 2007) have
captured fewer of these mutations? We suggest that both the duration of the experiment
(six months or 1050 generations) and its requirement to maintain flexible life-history
strategies may provide some explanation. Our model required a daily cycle of surface

colonization, biofilm growth, dispersal, and then recolonization, or, selection for
"reversible stickiness." Under these conditions, pure biofilm-producing specialists might
be disadvantaged in the long run because of their inability to disperse and recolonize the
next plastic bead. In fact, many early-arising biofilm specialist lineages were ultimately
displaced by derivatives of the more flexible S lineage (Figure 2). Such mutants,
successful only in the short term, may resemble those types represented in prior studies
(Rainey and Travisano 1998; Kirisits, Prost et al. 2005), but the longer-term cyclical
requirement for persistence, dispersal and recolonization may better resemble the
dynamic of bacterial populations during chronic infections because lifestyle flexibility will
be needed in a lung environment with diverse conditions (e.g. host immune response,
oxygen deprivation, and continuous biofilm establishment and migration).
Indeed, phenotypic diversity is known to be common among CF lung isolates of
B. cepacia, B. multivorans, and 8. cenocepacia, particularly for biofilm formation and
EPS production (Cunha, Sousa et al. 2004; Zlosnik, Hird et al. 2008; Huse, Kwon et al.
2010). Seemingly identical genetic relatives isolated from the same lung at the same
time may display distinct differences in the ability to form biofilms, and occur within
multiple patients (Cunha, Sousa et al. 2004). Variation in EPS production was
associated with different abilities to initiate biofilm formation and form mature biofilms
(Zlosnik, Hird et al. 2008). One possible interpretation of these findings is that the
Burkholderia isolates within those patients inhabited distinct niches and functioned as a
community, even amidst many other bacterial species in the CF lung (Zemanick, Sagel
et al. 2011).
We have also emphasized the extent of clonal interference within niches and
competition among ecotypes within these biofilms, and suggest that such forces are
more intense than in well-mixed environments (Barrick and Lenski 2009). This
interference has the effect of maintaining diversity over longer time scales and could
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enhance revolutionary forces. Thus, evolutionary dynamics in biofilms can be
considered exceptional because greater variation is maintained and multiple adaptive
mutations are required for any mutant to exclude others (Park and Krug 2007). However,
these dynamics may also be expected, and in fact may become predictable. We offer
the hypothesis that the "tangled bank" of biofilm adaptation (Darwin 1859), in which
adaptive radiations fuel a pattern of ecological succession, ultimately drives evolution
along proscribed paths. If valid, such a model offers hope towards the development of
novel therapeutics that target these pathways. However, more worrisome is the
evolution of progressively greater synergy within our model, in which late-stage related
ecotypes are particularly robust (Poltak and Cooper 2011). Identifying which community
members are most central to biofilm resilience therefore becomes paramount, with the
caution that the key community member may re-evolve once targeted therapy has
ended.
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Methods
Strains and Growth Conditions
The experimental evolution is described in (Poltak and Cooper 2011). Briefly, a
Burkholderia cenocepacia HI2424 isolate was marked with a Tn7::lacZ construct to
enable blue/white screening (Ellis and Cooper 2010). A single lac* clone was inoculated
into M9 salts supplemented with 3% (171 mM) galactose (GMM - Also referred to as the
selective environment) containing a polystyrene bead. Every 24 hours, the bead and any
adherent bacteria were transferred to a fresh tube of GMM containing an oppositely
marked (white and black) polystyrene bead. Cultures were enumerated and
characterized by plating on V% concentration T-soy agar plates that were incubated at
37°C for 24 hours and at room temperature for 48 hours. Cultures for fitness assays
were grown under identical conditions except that strains were grown for 24 h in tryptic
soy broth from frozen stocks and then transferred to the selection environment.

Estimate of Growth Dynamics During the Selection Experiment
The number of generations per day was calculated from the dilution generated by
the daily transfer of a colonized bead added to a tube with fresh medium and an
uninoculated bead, after which the population grew for 24 h. Prior estimates had not
used complete samples of fully preconditioned cultures, i.e. those that had been
propagated under the selection conditions: as a result, the number of generations per
day was ~7.5 early in the experiment and decreased to ~6 late in the experiment.
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Metaaenomic Sequencing and Analysis
Population samples from 43, 71, and 143 days, reflecting approximately 315,
735, and 1050 generations, were grown in the selective environment for 24 hours.
(These cell division estimates differ from those reported in (Poltak and Cooper 2011)
and reflect more precise measurements of the growth cycle. The bead was vortexed in
phosphate buffered saline and genomic DNA extracted using standard methods.
Libraries for lllumina sequencing were prepared following the manufacturer's procedures
and sequenced by the Joint Genome Institute (http://jgi.doe.gov) with an lllumina GAII
using paired-end 36bp reads. The average read depth for each metagenome was 189x,
110x, and 141x for the Early (315 generations), Intermediate (735 generations), and
Late (1050 generations) time points, respectively. In addition, representative single
clones of S, R, and W types were isolated at 315 and 1050 generations and sequenced
at >100x coverage (Table 10).

Subsequently, Early and Late metagenomes were

sequenced from five other replicate biofilm populations (B2-B6) and from a control,
planktonically-evolved population P2 (Table 10 and reference (Poltak and Cooper
2011)).
Mapping of short reads to the B. cenocepacia HI2424 reference sequence
(LiPuma, Spilker et al. 2002) was performed using maq-0.7.1 (Li, Ruan et al. 2008) and
later confirmed using BWA (Li and Durbin 2009). Sequences of single clones were
analyzed as having two haplotypes to flag regions of poor alignment, and sequences of
mixed population metagenomes were analyzed at haplotypes = 20, using clones from
these populations as controls for false positives. The high GC content of this genome
produced many initial false positives and anomalously low coverage in some genome
regions. Thus, all putative mutations were manually examined (Supplementary methods)
and most confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
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https://docs.google.com/open7idsOBOHZERwMHcRddTRxeXFfciWJhbFE
Table 10 Sequencing statistics of each genotype or mixed population, as reported by
Wendy Schackwitz and colleagues at the Joint Genome Institute.

Defining Mutations from "pileup" Summaries of lllumina Data
The list of putative mutations was first acquired from maq-0.7.1 (Li, Ruan
et al. 2008) or BWA (Li and Durbin 2009) as described in the main manuscript. Each
SNP was analyzed by observing the Phred score of SNP calls, the quality of a particular
read, the presence of a SNP call on forward and reverse reads, and the read depth of
the inspected region. Only reads with phred scores greater than 30 (>99.9% accuracy)
were considered for further analysis. In some cases, high phred score SNPs were called
on reads with low phred score quality mismatches on the same read; these reads were
considered bad quality and linked putative SNPs were not considered for further
analysis. If phred criteria were met, putative SNP's were examined for presence on both
forward and reverse reads; those with fewer than two reads in both directions were
viewed as suspect. We evaluated each of these uncertain calls by visual inspection by
loading the metagenomic pileups in the Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) developed by
the Broad Institute, in which we considered linkage with other variable nucleotides in the
same region, which is strong evidence of sequencing error. As is expected in GC rich
organisms, certain regions produced higher read depth than others. If a SNP was called
in a region with <100 reads, estimating SNP frequency became less trustworthy.
The sequencing of metagenomes from multiple time points made it possible for
us to apply simple population genetic logic to improve calls of mutations. The presence
of the same SNP across multiple time points at a stable frequency was an initial indicator
that a SNP was not real, given the rise and fall of other haplotypes during the
experiment. However, those that changed in frequency between samples became even
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more reliable, especially if they associated with similar changes in other alleles. The
discovery of a dominant haplotype that rose in frequency throughout the experiment and
comprised ~97% of the population at the end of the experiment allowed us to assign
other, less frequent mutations to ecotypes. For example, any high-quality mutation more
frequent than 3% in the Late sample would indicate its linkage to the dominant
haplotype. We then evaluated these haplotype models by targeted Sanger sequencing
of putative mutations using primers listed in Table 11.

https://docs.google.com/open?id=0B0HZERwMHcRdLU5KN2JXdXF1Nms
Table 11 Primers used for PCR and Sanger sequencing of putative mutated loci.

Phvloaenv and Haplotype Identification
To associate mutations in the metagenome with both clones and ecotypes, single
colonies were obtained by growing population samples from 525 and 1050 generations
in the selective environment by plating as described. Ten clones of the three
morphotypes at each time point were chosen randomly and frozen for reference. DNA
from each clone was isolated and the loci containing each of the putative mutations were
amplified by PCR and sequenced using standard methods. The order of mutations was
determined by systematically screening these isolates for the dominant lineage
mutations that were first identified in genome resequencing. The thirty clones from 525
generations had varying numbers of dominant lineage mutations, thus intermediate
haplotypes had been isolated. The order of mutations becomes clear since certain
mutations compound on

one another. For example, M1/M2 can occur alone or in

association with M3. M3 never occurs alone. M3 then associates with the M4/M5
haplotype. The M4/M5 alleles are never found with M1/M2 because M5 deleted the
genes that M1 and M2 occurred in. M6 then always has M3-M5. M6 never occurs alone.
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M7 then occurs with M3-M6 and never occurs alone. See tables 2 and 3 for a full list of
haplotypes.

Analysis and Methods for Producing Figure 3
This figure was constructed manually in Adobe Illustrator using mutation
frequencies and linkage patterns inferred from metagenomes, clone sequencing, manual
screening of mutated loci among many clones, and observed changes in morphotype
frequency over time (which defined niche frequencies). Manual screening of multiple S,
R, and W isolates allowed us to assign mutations to ecotypes and define haplotypes as
described in the main methods. Estimates of allele frequencies were quantified at 315,
525, 735, and 1050 generations, so the model is most accurate at these time points.
Changes in mutation frequency between these time points were estimated as an
exponential function. Mutations presumed to arise between these sample points were
associated with their resident ecotype at the point of detection.

Fitness Assays
Following overnight growth from clonal freezer stocks and 24 h of solitary growth
in the selection environment, competitors were removed from the plastic bead, vortexed
in 1 ml of GMM and standardized by optical density. Competitions were started by
inoculating 4 ml of GMM with 100 pi of evolved culture and 900 pi of the ancestor; this
ratio enabled more accurate assays owing to the relatively low fitness of the ancestor.
Initial ratios were enumerated and populations were incubated at 37°C in a roller drum at
50 RPM. After 24 h, the bead was removed, vortexed in 1ml of PBS, diluted and plated.
Selective values were calculated as:

In (1+ s)
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where t = time (generations), E = frequency of evolved, A = frequency of the ancestor,
and s = selective value.
The selection rates in the metagenome were calculated as:

In (1+ s)
where t = time in generations, M = frequency of mutation, P = 1 - M, and s = selective
rate constant. The smallest detectable frequency of each mutation defined M0 and its
frequency in the next sample was Mt. Selection rates of ecotype-specific mutations were
calculated by adjusting their frequency to that of the particular ecotype (e.g. a W-specific
mutation should never exceed 10% of the total community).

Plasmid Transformation and Competent Cell Preparation
Plasmids were transformed by electroporation into E. coli Top10 cells (Invitrogen)
in 1mm gap cuvettes using 1800V of electricity. B. cenocepacia HI2424 ancestral and
mutant cells were prepared for electrotransformation as described (Dubarry, Du et al.
2010). B. cenocepacia was transformed in 2mm gap cuvettes using 2500V of electricity.
In all cases, cells were immediately rescued in SOB between 5 and 10 seconds after the
charge was applied.

gRT-PCR of Bacterioferritin
The change in expression of bacterioferritin associated with the M7 allele was
quantified in S and W clones isolated from the Late population relative to the ancestor
Three biological replicates were used for each sample tested. Each replicate was grown
initially in TSoy and then transferred into GMM with a bead. After 24 hours of growth the
entire culture was vortexed (including the bead) and then RNA was extracted from these
cultures using the Qiagen RNeasy mini kit as recommended by the manufacturer. A
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cDNA library was synthesized from these RNA preps using the Invitrogen Superscript III
First Strand Synthesis system. PCR primers for bacterioferritin and the gyrB control
sequence are listed in Table 12. GyrB was chosen as a control based on qPCR
conclusions drawn from multiple publications that used this same species of
bacteria.The transcripts in the cDNA libraries were then quantified using SYBR Green
QPCR Master Mix (Applied biosystems) with Rox.
URL
https://docs.google.com/open7ids0B0HZERwMHcRdc2gzRzh6M3hXQIE
Table 12 Primers used for qRT-PCR of bacterioferritin; gyrB was used as a reference.
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CHAPTER 2

COMMUNITY ASSEMBLY OF A BIOFILM EVOLVED POPULATION

INTRODUCTION

Much modern ecological theory relies on the notion that organisms inhabit
specific ecological niches. When observing a community as a whole, however,
how much does the niche really matter? Neutral theory posits that the assembly
of a community, and the subsequent composition of that community over time, is
driven primarily through stochastic forces instead of the physiological traits
possessed by the inhabitants of a niche (Laland, Odling-Smee et al. 2004;
Hubbell 2006). That is not to say that the traits of a species do not matter at all,
but rather the effects of those traits on an ecosystem are not strong enough to
overcome the random events that occur over time (Hubbell 2006). A major
interpretation of this theory is that any species in a community can be replaced
by any other species regardless of the traits possessed by the original and
introduced species (Laland, Odling-Smee et al. 2004; Gewin 2006; Kelly, Bowler
et al. 2008). Therefore if a species or community is at risk, any species can be
introduced to take place of the suffering species and the community will recover.
Niche neutrality has been used to explain community composition in a
number of ecological settings (Laland, Odling-Smee et al. 2004; Hubbell 2006),
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but new theories and experimental data that contradict neutrality has rendered
neutral theory more of a null hypothesis (albeit a valuable one)(Tilman 2004;
Kelly, Bowler et al. 2008). A recent study of rainforest vegetation concluded that
the abundance of one species can predict the abundance of another only when
they share similar functions, such as resource use and growth patterns (Kelly,
Bowler et al. 2008). Otherwise, when two randomly drawn species are compared,
the dynamics of this rainforest community are statistically indistinguishable from
neutral theory. In a model system using a soil bacterium, Pseudomonas
fluorescens, the presence of a certain niche specialist inhibits the evolution of
more specialists of the same kind (Brockhurst, Colegrave et al. 2007). If the
ecotypes in the microcosms were assembled randomly then the presence of one
specialist should not have prevented the ancestral genotype from evolving similar
specialists. Rather, specialists with different functions than the resident specialist
readily evolved in these experimental microcosms, but those with functional
overlap with the resident type were unable to increase to detectable frequency.
Although this study did not address whether the fate of similar niche specialists
was driven more deterministically by their relative advantage or stochastically by
their order of appearance, it illustrates a limit to diversity once niches are filled.
Under conditions favoring biofilm formation, Burkholderia cenocepacia
diversifies into three morphologically distinct phenotypes that perform distinct
ecological roles (Poltak and Cooper 2011). Each ecotype is better than the
ancestor when grown alone, but biofilm productivity is greatest when all three
ecotypes are present (Poltak and Cooper 2011). These ecotypes evolved and
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persisted throughout a 1,050 generation experiment. The numerically dominant S
ecotype evolved by sequential mutations on a dominant lineage, but the
specialist R and W ecotypes evolved repeatedly by new mutations from this
dominant lineage that enabled invasion of the niches inhabited by prior R and W
types. During the last 200 generations of the experiment all three morphotypes
appeared to reach stable frequencies. This chapter aims to determine how this
ecological stability evolved and to what extent its composition was driven by
stochastic or deterministic processes.
One way to measure the forces that lead to ecological stability is to
destructively sample and reconstruct a community to observe how the relative
frequency of ecotypes will change. If stochastic processes determined ecotype
frequencies then an experimental community will not deviate toward the
frequencies observed before the community was destructively sampled.
Conversely, if a community is a product of deterministic assembly then the
residents will deviate toward frequencies that provide optimal community function
when ecotype frequencies are thrown out of equilibrium. Further, we are able to
test if similar ecotypes are functionally equivalent or if they reside in the
community by chance. Together, determining the cause of community assembly
and ecotype function will allow us to conclude if the traits possessed by the
inhabitants of a community are significant enough to overcome stochastic forces
of community assembly.
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Results
Under strong selection under a cycle for biofilm formation, dispersal, and
re-formation, a clonal population of B. cenocepacia evolved into three distinct
morphological variants that persisted throughout the course of the experiment
(Figure 1). A generalist Studded (S) type capable of growing both planktonically
and as a biofilm was the first to evolve. A more specialized ecotype, Ruffled
Spreader (R), was the second to evolve. This ecotype displays less planktonic
growth and forms thicker biofilms than S. Lastly, another biofilm specialist
evolved with a wrinkly (W) colony morphology and forms the thickest biofilms of
the three morphotypes. Together, these three ecotypes displaced the ancestor.
These early types were isolated and their genomes sequenced to elucidate the
molecular bases of these colony morphologies and their adaptations. We found
that each early ecotype evolved independently through distinct mutations (Figure
2). However, the mutations defining the S type were also found in the late
isolates of the R and W ecotypes (Figure 2), suggesting that the specialist types
had evolved anew.
Although

each

ecotype

remained

present

throughout

the

experiment (Figure 1), each remained genetically heterogeneous and was most
diverse between early (315 generations) and intermediate (735 generations) time
points (Table 1 - Chapter 1). The frequencies of each ecotype also shifted
dramatically during this time (Figure 1, between 315 and 735 generations), but
become more stable later along with decreased diversity of major lineages
(Figure 1, gradual change in frequency after 735 generations). Because of the
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strong correlation between genotype and ecotype, increasing stability of allele
frequencies also implies greater ecological stability. We thus sought to test
whether the forces governing community assembly themselves evolved, perhaps
as a consequence of selection to avoid competition in regions of niche overlap.
Isolates of each ecotype from the Early and Late communities were
used to artificially construct communities at relative ecotype frequencies that
differed from the time points that the ecotypes were isolated. If the community
composition at a given time point was the result of stochastic assembly then we
expect similar forces to dominate when communities are artificially constructed
out of frequency. Our stochastic null hypothesis expects that a community will not
differ in the constructed frequencies over time. Alternatively, a community that
relies on the traits of its residents to determine community composition should
deviate toward equilibrium frequencies. Early and Late communities were
constructed at equivalent ecotype frequencies and grown under the selective
conditions to test if the Late community is more stable than the Early community.
Ecotypes that were inoculated from the early communities did not deviate from
the inoculum frequency of -33% for each ecotype (Figure 3; S: P= 0.077; t=1.881
df=17 R: P=0.905; t=0.9051 df=17 W: P=0.5326; t=0.5326 df=17). Conversely,
Late communities shifted toward the predicted stable frequencies of 1050
generations (Figure 3; S: P<0.0001; t=5.001 df=17 R: P=0.6679; t=0.4365 df=17
W: P<0.0001; t=5.558 df=17). It is important to note that the frequency of the
Late R ecotype did not differ significantly over the course of the experiment
because R was started near the stable frequency for this ecotype.
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We next sought to test whether morphologically similar mutants that
appear to occupy the same niche are functionally equivalent. First, we measured
the ability of three distinct W genotypes to attach to a bead in isolation. We
expected that if W types were functionally equivalent that they would have equal
abilities to form biofilm on a bead. However, each W type displayed statistically
different abilities to adhere to a bead over 24 hours (Figure 4a). To then see if
this same trend extended to the community, each W type was added to
communities formed by the same Late S and R genotypes (Figure 2). Since the
late W ecotypes displayed different abilities to grow in monoculture, we expected
that the members of each constructed community might deviate toward different
frequencies depending on the W type used. Contrary to our expectations based
on monoculture fitness, when measured in the context of the community setting,
each genetically distinct W ecotype shifted toward the same equilibrium
frequency as was observed at the end of the experimental evolution (Figure 4b).
Equally important, the S and R ecotypes all deviated toward the expected
frequencies as well, indicating that there were no adverse effects of any of the
three W ecotypes tested. Taken together, although each W ecotype is genetically
different and performs differently in monoculture, morphologically identical
ecotypes can perform the same function in the community. In the context of
community assembly, any of the three W types could lead to the same
functioning community regardless of differences in traits in monoculture; all W
types inhabit the same niche.
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Figure 1 - Niche frequency over time. Each color represents a single
ecotype. This model does not take genetic variation within an ecotype into
account. Once an ecotype evolve, it remained detectable at varying frequencies
throughout the course of the evolution.
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Figure 2 - Mutational phylogeny of the biofiim population. Each color
represents an ecotype. The ancestral genotype is the solid black circle and
independent lineages stem off of the ancestor. Each colored circle is a mutation.
Mutations that occur in succession stem off of another circle. Open circles are
ecotypes that were used in the stable frequency assay. Any circle labeled with
"E" or "L" was an Early or Late representative in the stable frequency experiment.
The W types labeled "A", "B", or "C" were the different W ecotypes used in the W
equivalence assay.
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Figure 3 - Niche equilibrium of the Early and Late communities. Early
and Late communities were constructed at 1:1:1 mixture of S, R and W and
allowed to attach to a bead. After attachment the bead was transferred to a new
tube and the ecotypes detached from the original bead and attached to a new
bead. Initial frequency represents the starting ratios of each ecotype and final
shows the frequency of each morphotype after 48 hours of bead growth. Error
bars represent 95% confidence.
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Figure 4 - Functional equivalence of W ecotypes. A) Absolute fitness of
three genetically distinct W types (Figure 2) were measured. Each W type
measured had statistically different abilities to attach to the polystyrene bead. B)
The same three W ecotypes were measured in the context of the same S and R
types. Each different community deviated toward the same equilibrium
frequencies that were described in figure 3. Each * represents a different
statistical category by at least p = 0.05
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Discussion
In a long term experimental model we observed an adaptive radiation in a
relatively simple bacterial model. We were able to monitor the frequency of each
ecotype over time and we noticed that the Early ecotypes deviated sporadically
in relative frequencies (Left half of Figure 1). However, the intermediate to Late
community displayed a smooth transition to stable frequencies (Right half of
Figure 1).To better understand the forces behind the changing frequencies of
ecotypes, experiments were designed to tease apart such complex interactions.
We expected that a sporadically changing community is more likely to be a
product of stochastic forces, or reflectniche neutrality. Alternatively, a more stable
community indicates that the traits of each member may overcome stochastic
forces and the resulting community would be a result of deterministic forces.
First, it appears that the composition of the Early community is a result of
stochasticity. Early ecotypes were not able to deviate from constructed
frequencies (Figure 3), indicating that community stability had not yet evolved. It
is possible that the Early ecotypes displayed too much functional overlap and
were competing within the same niches (Figure 5a). Second, when consulting the
results from the Late community assembly, we found that the niche becomes
more important over time and deterministic forces take over. The Late ecotypes
deviated toward the frequencies observed at the end of the experiment (Figure
5b). The ability of these types to segregate the niches within the experimental
model indicates that the Late ecotypes had undergone character displacement to
relieve competition inherent to the Early community (Figure 5b). In the process of
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community assembly, it appears that as the community residents first interact,
they are more susceptible to stochastic forces and random change. Deterministic
forces then drive the community to co-evolve and undergo character
displacement to more efficiently use resources and reduce competition. This
results in community stability, as shown by stable ecotype frequencies at the
Late time point.
With continued evolution, each ecotype started to inhabit a distinct niche
(Figure 5b) rather than displaying niche overlap as in the Early community
(Figure 5a). In the process of this character displacement, new R ecotypes
evolved from the S lineage that were able to occupy the R niche more efficiently
than the Early R type. As a result, new R types that inhabited one niche out
competed the un-displaced Early R that was potentially competitive with the S
and W niches. This second adaptive radiation indicates that it may be easier to
re-evolve a better community specialist (S->R) than to improve upon what is
already there (R->R). Rather than sequential re-evolutions of the W ecotype,
Early W continued to evolve and multiple invasions occurred (S—>W) that
resulted in the long term persistence of multiple W genotypes. Interestingly, the
abilities of each W type to attach to a bead in monoculture (Figure 4a) reflected
that they were independently derived by different mutations (Figure 2). One
would expect that three different mutations would lead to different abilities to
attach to the bead. These differences are seemingly erased when each W type is
placed into the community with the same Late S and R ecotypes (Figure 4).
Within the scope if this experiment, all Late W types are identical.
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Are these W ecotypes preserved because of within-niche clonal
interference or more complex within-niche character displacement? It is possible
that these W ecotypes evolved at the same time, which led to the simultaneous
rise of these three identical W ecotypes. Once the W niche was filled, identical
community traits allowed them to persist long term without any single W ecotype
gaining an advantage over the others(Figure 5c). Another possibility is that this
experiment does not address that the three W ecotypes had undergone further
within-niche character displacement. This could occur if all three types are
capable of performing the role of W within the community without the other two
types being present, as shown by figure 4b. However, the variation in
monoculture fitness between these ecotypes (Figure 4a) indicate that the
differences in the W ecotypes still exist when all three W ecotypes are in the
presence of one another. The differences between the types may be a result of
separating the W niche between these three types (Figure 5d).
The ecotypes isolated from this long term experimental evolution are
commonly isolated from clinical cases of cystic fibrosis (CF) lung infections
(Haussler). In particular, the W types closely resemble the small colony variants
(SCV) that are associated with high patient mortality (Haussler, Lehmann et al.
2003; Haussler, Ziegler et al. 2003). Here, we show that ecotypes that are
specialized to the biofilm lifestyle can lead to ecologically stable communities that
are capable of re-evolving new ecotypes. If community evolution is a result of
stochastic assembly both in vitro and in vivo, then eradicating one variant would
just leave room for a new one to move in regardless of phenotype. However, we
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provide evidence that such communities are governed by deterministic forces.
This means that the eradication of a SCV would simply leave an open niche to be
filled by a newly evolved SCV. Given that these same morphologies commonly
evolve in vivo, the deterministic forces found in our model may govern the
evolution of these complex ecotypes within the CF lung. If this is the case, simply
targeting the dangerous ecotypes may not be sufficient to eradicate a fatal
infection. Perhaps targeting the source of these variants (the ancestral or less
wrinkled morphotypes) could stop further evolution of the fatal SCVs. If these
infections are thought of as stable ecosystems, disrupting the entire ecosystem
could be effective.

New therapeutic strategies that treat the community as a

whole, rather than the treatment of singular problematic isolates, could lead to
more successful treatments.

Figure 5 - Models of character displacement Each colored ring
represents an ecotype. S = Blue, R = Green, and W = Shades of red. A) A
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representation of the Early community. Each ecotype had more functional
overlap as shown by overlap in the different colored rings. B) The Late
community had undergone character displacement leading to less functional
overlap. C) The multiple W types at the Late time point may be identical and
could be competing within the W niche. D). The Late W types may have
undergone within-niche character displacement and could coexist because
resources within the W niche are partitioned between each ecotype.
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Methods
Stability and W Switching Assays
Early and Late S,R, and W ecotypes (Figure 2 - Open circles labeled E
and L) were grown as a monoculture in Tsoy directly from the freezer stock and
grown at 37 C for 24h. Each monoculture was split into ten replicates by
inoculating 50ul of Tsoy growth into 5mls of GMM with a bead and then grown at
37 C for 24h. The beads from these monocultures were removed from the tubes
and vortexed for 20 seconds in 1ml of GMM. The GMM containing the contents
of each vortexed bead was then standardized by optical density to the lowest
OD6OO of the set. Ten replicate communities were constructed for each Early and
Late community by inoculating 333ul of a single standardized S, R, and W
monoculture replicate into 4mls of GMM containing a white bead. Each
constructed community then contained 333ul of standardized S, R and W for
both Early and Late communities. Once the replicates were constructed 50ul
were taken from five of the ten replicates for dilution and plating to calculate
CFU/ml. All replicates were then incubated at 37 C for 24h. Five of the replicates
for Early and five of the replicates for Late were destructively sampled by
vortexing the bead in 1.5 ml PB and then diluted and plated to calculate CFU/ml.
The beads of the remaining five replicates were removed and placed into a tube
with 5mls GMM and a black bead and then incubated at 37 C for 24h. The black
beads were then removed, vortexed, diluted, and plated to calculate CFU/ml.
Each morphotype was counted separately so frequency of each ecotype could
be tracked over the course of the experiment.
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The W switching assay was performed using the same method as the
stability assay except the ecotype frequencies were not measured during an
intermediate and replicate populations consisted of different W ecotypes (Figure
2 - Ecotypes A, B, and C). Five replicate populations were used for each W used.
Absolute Fitness Assay of W types
Monocultures of the three genetically distinct Late W ecotypes were
started from freezer stock in 5 mis of Tsoy and grown at 37 C for 24h. 50ul of the
overnight Tsoy cultures were inoculated into 5mls of GMM with a bead. Five
replicates of each genotype were incubated at 37 C for 24h. The bead from each
monoculture was vortexed in 1ml of GMM for 20 seconds and this GMM
containing vortexed bead attached cells was added to 4 mis of GMM with a bead.
50ul of each replicate was sampled, diluted, and plated for CFU/ml calculation
before incubation at 37 C for 24h. Beads were then extracted from the culture
tubes, vortexed in 1.5mls PBS for 20 seconds and then diluted and plated to
calculate

CFU/ml.

Absolute

fitness
CFU _

n- l n
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by:

,
V
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